
The United States Supreme Court decided in
Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission that
Congress may not prohibit spending on political
speech by corporations. President Obama and sev-
eral members of Congress have sharply criticized
Citizens United, and Sen. Charles Schumer and Rep.
Chris Van Hollen have proposed the DISCLOSE
Act in response to the ruling. DISCLOSE mandates
disclosure of corporate sources of independent
spending on speech, putatively in the interest of
shareholders and voters. However, it is unlikely that
either shareholders or voters would be made better
off by this legislation. Shareholders could demand

and receive such disclosure without government
mandates, given the efficiency of capital markets.
The benefits of such disclosure for voters are likely
less than assumed, while the costs are paid in
chilled speech and in less rational public delibera-
tion. DISCLOSE also prohibits speech by govern-
ment contractors, TARP recipients, and companies
managed by foreign nationals. The case for pro-
hibiting speech by each of these groups seems
flawed. In general, DISCLOSE exploits loopholes
in Citizens United limits on government control of
speech to contravene the spirit of that decision and
the letter of the First Amendment.
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Introduction

President Obama and many members of
Congress sharply criticized the U.S. Supreme
Court’s recent decision in Citizens United v.
Federal Election Commission. Sen. Charles Schumer
(D-NY) and Rep. Chris Van Hollen (D-MD)
have introduced a bill, the DISCLOSE Act, as a
response to Citizens United.1This policy analysis
will evaluate that bill. 

I begin with general principles recognized in
constitutional doctrine. Court rulings on cam-
paign finance fall at the intersection of free
speech and money. The U.S. Constitution states
that “Congress shall make no law . . . abridging
the freedom of speech.” This unqualified lan-
guage accords freedom of speech great signifi-
cance compared to other values. This impor-
tance seems justified. By protecting freedom of
speech from government, the Constitution
ensures that people can offer ideas and argu-
ments about politics and policy. Voters can then
assess these arguments and cast more informed
votes, or just form opinions about politics and
policy. The First Amendment thereby protects
rational debate and deliberation, individually
and collectively. Speakers and their audience,
not government officials, decide which ideas are
worth a hearing and consideration.

Money is a medium of exchange. Its use has
little constitutional protection since “ordinary
commercial transactions” may be regulated by
Congress with minimal justification.2 But
spending money on speech is not an ordinary
commercial transaction. Prohibiting such
spending would prohibit speech. The Court
has held, however, that giving money to candi-
dates for office (or their parties) has a binary
nature. While supporting speech, such contri-
butions may become an “ordinary commercial
transaction” in which money is exchanged for
public goods. Although protected, Congress
may regulate contributions to preclude cor-
ruption—the decline of speech into business. 

Citizens United involved the direct funding
of speech—not campaign contributions—by
groups taking the legal form of a corpora-
tion. Prior to Citizens United, Congress could

prohibit such spending, ostensibly to prevent
distortion of elections.3 Citizens United ruled
that preventing such “distortions” could not
justify prohibiting speech (that is, funding of
speech) by corporations. 

What of corruption? The corporation at
issue in Citizens United engaged in “indepen-
dent expenditures” on speech. Its money went
to broadcast media rather than a candidate for
office. Since “independent expenditures” do
not give anything to a candidate for office,
nothing can be demanded in return. They can-
not corrupt. Without the distortion rationale,
Congress lacked a constitutional rationale for
banning speech by corporations. Of course, an
independent expenditure might serve as a con-
tribution if a donor and a recipient agree the
former would fund speech in lieu of a contri-
bution (perhaps because the donor had
already reached his legal limit on donations).
But such coordination between donors and
recipients is already illegal.4 Given that, inde-
pendent spending to fund speech should be
free of regulation since it poses no danger of
corruption.

Citizens United did permit Congress to reg-
ulate corporate independent spending by
mandating disclosure of its source. The first
part of this analysis will examine disclosure
in the DISCLOSE Act. Moreover, Citizens
United did not preclude all congressional pro-
hibitions on spending by corporations. The
second and third parts of this analysis look at
prohibitions on spending by government
contractors and foreign corporations. 

The Benefits and Costs 
of Disclosure

The DISCLOSE bill mandates that groups
must disclose independent spending to voters,
citizens, and shareholders.5 Many people
might assume that such disclosure requires no
justification. The Supreme Court has validat-
ed mandated disclosure from Buckley v. Valeo
onward because the benefits of a mandate are
thought to outweigh its costs. But the justifi-
cation for disclosure accepted in Buckley does
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not necessarily transfer to disclosure of inde-
pendent spending, if only because sharehold-
ers, as well as citizens, are involved. Do
Buckley’s arguments for disclosure transfer to
the post–Citizens United world?

Buckley on Disclosure
Buckley v. Valeo identified three govern-

ment interests served by disclosure. The first
interest merits detailed attention:

Disclosure provides the electorate
with information “as to where politi-
cal campaign money comes from
and how it is spent by the candidate”
in order to aid the voters in evaluat-
ing those who seek federal office. It
allows voters to place each candidate
in the political spectrum more pre-
cisely than is often possible solely on
the basis of party labels and cam-
paign speeches. The sources of a can-
didate’s financial support also alert
the voter to the interests to which a
candidate is most likely to be respon-
sive and thus facilitate predictions of
future performance in office.6

Voters are like a principal seeking to hire an
agent to represent their interests. A voter wish-
es to know how a potential agent might act
once hired. It is often assumed that knowing a
candidate’s contributors offers information
about the candidate’s place in the political
spectrum and the interests to which the can-
didate may respond. But this assumption has
not been supported by subsequent research.
Knowing contributors does not enable a voter
to predict an official’s conduct in office.7

The Buckley Court also argued that infor-
mation about contributors allows voters to
control their agents: “Disclosure require-
ments deter actual corruption and avoid the
appearance of corruption by exposing large
contributions and expenditures to the light
of publicity.”8 Presumably, public knowledge
of contributions would deter quid-pro-quo
deals tied to campaign finance. Officials
would have reasons to represent their voters

rather than their contributors. The Court
continued: “Recordkeeping, reporting, and
disclosure requirements are an essential
means of gathering the data necessary to
detect violations of the contribution limita-
tions.”9 Since contributions were limited to
deter corruption, disclosure was ancillary to
the law’s anti-corruption effort.

The Buckley Court recognized limits on
mandated disclosure: “We have repeatedly
found that compelled disclosure, in itself, can
seriously infringe on privacy of association
and belief guaranteed by the First Amend-
ment.”10 The harm done to protected rights
could outweigh the governmental interests
served by disclosure. The Buckley Court ruled
that the costs of the mandated disclosure in
the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1974
did not outweigh its benefits. 

DISCLOSE appeals to Buckley’s anti-cor-
ruption rationale for mandating disclosure.
The bill states that disclaimers and disclosures
“can provide shareholders, voters and citizens
with the information needed to evaluate the
actions by special interests seeking influence
over the democratic process.”11 The vague
phrase “influence over the democratic
process” suggests corruption, but Buckley
endorsed a more specific anti-corruption
rationale for mandated disclosure. Contribu-
tors sought to give money to candidates for
office in exchange for political favors. With
independent spending, the “special interests”
are giving money to media to broadcast polit-
ical speech; members of Congress are not
involved. If they request such spending, exist-
ing laws against coordination of independent
spending with officeholders are being broken.
DISCLOSE’s reference to “special interests”
has rhetorical, but no legal, weight. 

The bill relies on other rationales for dis-
closure, one for shareholders and another for
voters. We treat each in turn.

Disclosure to Shareholders
Citizens United says “prompt disclosure of

expenditures can provide shareholders . . . with
the information needed to hold corporations . . .
accountable for their positions. . . . Shareholders
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can determine whether their corporation’s politi-
cal speech advances the corporation’s interest in
making profits.”12 Similarly, DISCLOSE states
that disclosure will ensure “that the shareholders
and members of these organizations are aware of
their organizations’ election-related spending.”13

The Senate version then mandates disclosure of
spending in regular reports to shareholders.14

Buckley backed disclosure so voters could
control their agents—elected officials. DIS-
CLOSE hopes to assist shareholders in con-
trolling the managers of their firm. As agents
of shareholders, managers are charged with
maximizing shareholder value. The separation
of ownership and control in modern corpora-
tions indicates the possibility of managers mis-
behaving by seeking their own self-interest
rather than the interest of shareholders.
Corporate leaders may use the firm’s money to
support candidates they favor rather than can-
didates that maximize shareholder value. If
they do, their principals, the shareholders,
could benefit from information about political
spending as a way to reduce “agency costs.”15

Should government mandate disclosure
on behalf of shareholders? The argument for
regulation assumes that corporate indepen-
dent spending may harm shareholders. But
even if managers do shirk by spending corpo-
rate money on political speech that does not
advance shareholders’ interests, such costs do
not justify DISCLOSE’s mandate. Mandated
disclosure may make a firm’s political activi-
ties less effective, which would harm share-
holder interests. Mandated disclosure may
also have different effects at different firms
across the nation. Some shareholders may
benefit, some may lose. Given that uneven-
ness, shareholders would be much better off
implementing their own private policies con-
cerning independent expenditures on speech
rather than having a blanket disclosure poli-
cy imposed upon them by federal lawmakers.

But do shareholders have the power to
implement such private policies? Few scholars
of the subject doubt “the general efficiency of
the securities markets.”16 The contracts that
constitute a corporation, including its corpo-
rate governance, are subject to these markets.

Shareholders in a firm can set up whatever
arrangements they wish in a charter and expect
them to be enforced. Absent a general mandate
to disclose, shareholders in pursuit of value
would select charters with different disclosure
rules concerning corporate independent
spending. If such spending imposes large
agency costs, firms choosing not to disclose
will find it harder to attract investors. If dis-
closed spending matters much to sharehold-
ers, it will win out in the ruthless competition
for corporate charters. But perhaps not. The
market for corporate charters may fail in some
way now unforeseen. Congress does not know,
however, that this market will fail ab initio. We
have no experience with private responses to
corporate independent spending. At a mini-
mum, Congress might consider not imposing
a rule on all corporate charters absent com-
pelling evidence that the benefits of a universal
mandate would outweigh its costs to share-
holders. Such evidence does not yet exist.

Disclosure to Voters
Citizens United validated disclosure of inde-

pendent spending using the language of
Buckley. The government has a compelling
interest in ‘“provid[ing] the electorate with
information’ about the sources of election-
related spending.” Why is such information
valuable enough to justify mandating disclo-
sure? According to Citizens United, disclosure
allows voters 

• “to evaluate the arguments to which they
are being subjected” (quoting Buckley),
• to avoid “confusion by making clear

that the ads are not funded by a candi-
date or political party,”
• to identify funders of ads by preventing

them from “hiding behind dubious
and misleading names,” 
• “to… give proper weight to different

speakers and messages,”
• to hold “elected officials accountable

for their . . . supporters,” and
• to see “whether elected officials are ‘in

the pocket’ of so-called moneyed inter-
ests.”17
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This is a list of rationales for disclosure. It
is not a coherent theory justifying disclosure
of independent expenditures.18 The “in-the-
pocket” rationale, for example, seems similar
to the anti-corruption rationale for disclosing
contributions. But, as argued above, indepen-
dent spending does not pose the threat of cor-
ruption. Moreover, the other justification for
disclosing contributions—to help enforce
donation limits—also seems irrelevant.19

Disclosure to enforce such limits would be
beside the point.

How might elected officials be held
“accountable” for their supporters who spend
independently on their behalf? Candidates
might ask independent speakers to change
their message. Perhaps the speakers would do
so. But in law, candidates have no control over
such speech. If they do have such control,
then coordination strictures have been
broached. Absent such control, why is it rea-
sonable for voters to hold candidates respon-
sible for independent speakers? The rationale
seems at odds with the defense of indepen-
dent speech elsewhere in Citizens United.

The other rationales suggest, rather than
explicate, a justification for disclosing inde-
pendent spending and its sources. The Court
believes disclosed information helps voters
“evaluate” arguments in ads. Buckley also used
the verb “evaluate” regarding disclosure.
What might that word mean in this context?

Disclosure does not help voters logically
evaluate the content of a message. Suppose a
political ad sets out four propositions: 

•Trade protection increases American
jobs.
•Candidate Jones supports trade protec-

tion.
• Vote for Candidate Jones.
• This ad was brought to you by General

Motors.

The fourth proposition, about the source of
the ad, does not provide a logical reason to
believe that “trade protection increases
American jobs.” Believing it does constitutes
the genetic fallacy.20

Buckley argued that the disclosure of cam-
paign donors helped voters evaluate a poten-
tial agent, a candidate. The candidate accepts a
contribution from a donor; they associate
together in common cause. With independent
spending, the money in question does not go
to a candidate. The speaker selects the candi-
date, but they cannot associate together in
support of a candidacy. The information
implicit in a donation is more certain than the
information provided by an independent
expenditure. Indeed, candidates have some-
times resented their lack of control over inde-
pendent spending by their own parties.
Independent spending tells us less about a
candidate and more about the speaker’s judg-
ment about a candidate. It says that a speaker
believes a candidate will represent his ideals or
interests better than the alternatives.

Knowledge about a speaker may be of use
to a voter. Imagine a voter does not know
much about a candidate and lacks the desire
to find out more about his positions. A voter
could appoint an agent to learn more about
the candidate and then advise the voter. More
prosaically, a voter could select a well-known
individual whom the voter trusts and who has
taken a position for or against a candidate. By
following the advice of the well-known indi-
vidual, the voter could take a shortcut around
the problem of directly determining whether a
candidate will be a good agent for the voter’s
interests. 

Disclosure would facilitate the shortcut for
the voter. A simple ad might say “Vote for
Jones.” After its funder is revealed, the ad
would say “Vote for Jones,” and “This ad was
paid for by General Motors.” Voters who trust
General Motors would then vote for Jones.
Voters use the disclosed link to the corpora-
tion as a heuristic to cast a ballot rationally.21

Surveys show that voters know little about
politics or public policy. Their ignorance
seems rational: the consequences of a single
vote do not justify the costs of learning about
candidates and their programs. Scholars con-
jecture that voters use shortcuts to inform
their votes in the absence of information.
Shortcuts offer a cheap way of making the rel-
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atively inconsequential decision of how to
vote. In the example, General Motors is a
heuristic for the voter.

The bill puts its heuristic eggs in one bas-
ket, the opinion leader. As mentioned, voters
can take “cues” from a prominent person or
organization that they identify with and that
they assume will signal the proper response to
candidates and to political speech. DISCLOSE
requires some opinion leaders to disclose their
support for an ad through a disclaimer.22

Other people or groups who fund a message
are disclosed at the end of the ad.23 Voters are
supposed to use these cues to “evaluate” the
message in the ad. 

As a heuristic, opinion leaders and dis-
closed funders may offer limited benefits to
most voters. Heuristics work best for people
who already have significant political knowl-
edge. Those who know something about
political leaders are most likely to benefit
from cues. An opinion leader’s disclaimer is
unlikely to provide much help for relatively
ignorant voters.24 In particular, almost all
voters are unlikely to have any knowledge
about the head of a corporation, apart from
his role in that business. The same could be
said of the “Top Five” funders of the speech.
Yet DISCLOSE requires these opinion lead-
ers to appear on camera and endorse an ad
funded by their firm. The incremental value
to the voter of the person’s appearance or of
the disclosed funders is likely to be nil.
However, the people in question may be
known to voters not as people, but rather as
the heads of institutions like a business cor-
poration or a labor union. The implications
of this shift from the personal to the institu-
tional will be explored later. 

Other factors lessen the benefits of this dis-
closure. Opinion leaders are unlike voters in
many ways; indeed, the fact they are opinion
leaders indicates important differences from
most voters. Ilya Somin writes of opinion lead-
ers: “As political activists, their power, prestige,
social status, and opportunities for pecuniary
gain will tend to rise with the perceived impor-
tance of their issue positions to the public; they
thus have strong incentives to exaggerate the

importance of political problems and to push
for political solutions (or at least solutions with
a prominent role for activists) in preference to
private sector ones.”25 Voters may find that
opinion leaders offer advice that serves their
own interests rather than those of the voter.
The voter must then distinguish trusted cue-
givers from the distrusted. Voters may remain
rationally ignorant of the information needed
to identify trusted cue-givers, again in light of
the modest consequences of casting a vote.

Advocates of disclosure might insist we
judge the mandate by considering what voters
might do in its absence. Possessing only mes-
sages from undisclosed funders, some voters
might vote for candidates they would vote
against if the funders of such messages had
been disclosed. Mandated disclosure would
help citizens vote “correctly.”26 Is “correct” vot-
ing a benefit for voters? It may help voters
align their prior beliefs about a speaker with
their vote. Should we assume that acting on
such prior beliefs would benefit a voter? 

Consider the logic of mandated disclosure.
Absent mandated disclosure, opinion leaders
would reveal their support for a message if the
benefits of such disclosure exceeded its costs.
Popular groups are likely to disclose absent a
mandate. Congress must force disclosure by
opinion leaders who believe revealing their
support involves a net loss to their cause.
Groups disdained by voters are unlikely to dis-
close their spending absent a mandate. A man-
date will, at the margin, reveal cue-givers who
are disliked and distrusted by many voters.
DISCLOSE focuses on forcing disclosure by
businesses and labor unions, both of which
are distrusted institutions.27 Indeed, as noted
earlier, the people forced to issue disclaimers at
the end of a message will be of value to voters
as a heuristic only because they are associated
with these institutions. Presumably Congress
expects voters to react to the disclosed infor-
mation by rejecting the message of the dis-
trusted source.28 Voters are likely to use infor-
mation from mandated disclosure to decide
whom to vote against. They will reject a mes-
sage because of their prior beliefs about the
disclosed source.
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Disclosure hardly encourages rational vot-
ing. It directs attention away from the content
of an ad and toward the source of funding for
the message. It tells voters that they need not
evaluate the content of a message. Instead, vot-
ers need only recall what they believe about the
disclosed source. Disclosure prompts voters to
act on prior beliefs that have not been updat-
ed by new information or arguments. Those
prior beliefs concern widely unpopular groups
whose disdain may or may not have been jus-
tified; disclosure may be little more than an
acceptance of popular prejudice. DISCLOSE
claims that voters are better off if their votes
are guided by untested prior beliefs and preju-
dice against unpopular groups. At the margin,
DISCLOSE fosters a political rather than a
rational vote. It lessens the deliberative value of
freedom of speech. 

Cost to Speakers
As noted, Buckley weighed the benefits of

disclosure against its costs. The court cited the
costs to the right of association of disclosing a
membership list recognized in NAACP v.
Alabama. Does DISCLOSE exact a cost in
rights? Some experts argue that mandated dis-
closure chills speech because speakers fear ret-
ribution.29 It is difficult to judge ex ante how
often such threats would be made. A decision
not to do something does not lend itself to
measurement, and identifying the effects of
disclosure across state campaign finance
regimes poses thorny problems for regression
analysis. Some testimony from past elections
suggests disclosure has prevented some con-
tributions in recent campaigns.30 Mandated
disclosure has also imposed costs on support-
ers of ballot referendums.31 Speech might also
be chilled by the costs of compliance with DIS-
CLOSE. Those costs are increased by the pos-
sibility of a mistake leading to perjury charges
for the head of a business, union, or nonprof-
it.32 In general, the extensive reporting require-
ments in DISCLOSE seem calculated to dis-
courage speech. However, many of the
businesses and unions covered by the bill have
much at stake in elections and policymaking.
The transaction costs associated with speech

in the bill may not deter their electoral speech.
Groups with less experience in electoral poli-
tics may find such costs more daunting and
more discouraging. 

Disclosure is often assumed to provide
many benefits to voters while rarely imposing
costs on speakers. Here the link between the
mandates in the bill and useful information
for most voters seems weaker than with con-
tributions. A few voters who already have a lot
of knowledge about politics may find the dis-
closed information useful. Many other voters
may use the information about the funding
of ads to act contrary to the message of the ad.
At the margin, DISCLOSE will encourage
debate about the origins of electoral messages
rather than about their truth, which may be
counted a cost to society insofar as fostering
illogical or irrational debates ill serves a delib-
erative democracy. While DISCLOSE may
chill some speech, its mandates will certainly
make American elections less rational and
deliberative, a cost easily missed in the parti-
san struggle. The costs of mandated disclo-
sure may be higher and its benefits lower than
most people assume. 

If the benefits of disclosure in DISCLOSE
are less than expected, Congress might consider
limiting its costs as a way to justify the mandate
under Buckley’s test. The requirement of a per-
sonal disclaimer for an ad imposes costs with
few benefits. (Of course, if Congress is trying to
discourage speech by imposing costs on speak-
ers, disclosure would be a new way to accom-
plish the old goal of prohibiting corporate
speech, and thus contrary to settled doctrine.) A
simple disclosure, noting institutional support
for the message, would serve as a heuristic. If
suitably brief, such disclosure would also allow
more time for substantive speech. This
reformed heuristic, while still prompting voters
to rely on prior beliefs, would impose fewer
costs on speakers and on public deliberation. 

“Pay to Play” Legislation

Currently, federal law prohibits campaign
contributions from federal contractors as a way
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of preventing quid-pro-quo deals between offi-
cials and recipients of government largesse.
Schumer–Van Hollen proposes to prohibit inde-
pendent campaign expenditures by government
contractors and recipients of TARP support. 

Who qualifies as a “government contrac-
tor”? Previous legislation defined a govern-
ment contractor as any person who contracts
with the government to supply a good or ser-
vice.33 Agents of collective bargaining—federal
employee unions—would appear to qualify as a
government contractor since they provide ser-
vices to the federal establishment through col-
lective bargaining.34 However, for purposes of
law, such unions are not federal contractors;
their political organizations escape the “pay-to-
play” strictures. However, if unions fund ads
that provide value for candidates for office,
might union members expect payback in high-
er wages or benefits? Isn’t the putative anti-cor-
ruption interest relevant to public-employee
unions? If so, such unions should not be
exempt from the “pay-to-play” strictures. 

The bill also does not cover organizations
that receive federal grants defined as “funds
awarded to a non-federal entity for a defined
public or private purpose in which services are
not rendered to the federal government.”35

Washington spent 22 percent more on grants
in 2009 than on government contracts.36

From 2000 to 2009, spending on federal
grants totaled $4.4 trillion, which was 19 per-
cent more than what was spent on federal con-
tracts during the same period.xxxvii For exam-
ple, the Renewable Fuels Association received
$1.6 million in grants in 2009. Why is this
association exempt from the prohibition on
campaign spending?38 

Many federal grants go to states and locali-
ties, which raises a question: why are state and
local political parties permitted to endorse
candidates for federal office, since such spend-
ing could prompt officials in Washington to
reward a state with grant money? Such grants,
of course, would be politically valuable to the
political party that funded the endorsements.
The government contracting section of DIS-
CLOSE appears underinclusive with regard to
potential quid-pro-quo deals. Its limits on

contractors may be a prohibited distinction
“among different speakers, allowing speech by
some but not others.”39

Invidious distinctions aside, DISCLOSE
seems constitutionally off track. It prohibits
independent expenditures on campaigns, not
campaign contributions. Once again, the bill
runs up against the missing justification for a
prohibition—the anti-corruption rationale.
The proposed law thus impinges on First
Amendment rights without serving any gov-
ernment interest or providing a benefit to
society. The premises of Citizens United should
lead the courts to invalidate the spread of the
federal “pay-to-play” prohibition to indepen-
dent expenditures. 

This conclusion may complicate efforts to
limit government, especially federal spending.
Government contractors presumably have an
interest in increasing or maintaining federal
outlays. Protecting their First Amendment
rights will enable them to support or oppose
candidates who wish to decrease spending
going to the contractor. If the “pay-to-play”
prohibition were valid, government contrac-
tors might be less effective in opposing efforts
to restrain government spending. That out-
come notwithstanding, Citizens United indi-
cates that a ban on independent spending by
anyone should not survive constitutional
scrutiny. Consequences notwithstanding, the
First Amendment precludes abridging speech
and the spending to support it.

DISCLOSE also prohibits spending by
recipients of government subsidies under the
Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of
2008 (i.e., TARP recipients).40 Apart from the
anti-corruption problem, this ban closes the
barn door far too late. Almost all of the TARP
money was paid out in 2008 and 2009. The ban
prevents putative “contributions” that would
be exchanged for benefits already received as
long as two years ago. It might be thought DIS-
CLOSE would prevent further benefits from
going to TARP recipients. However, the
Department of Treasury reports, “The major
[TARP] programs to support banks are closed”
and overall spending under that law has all but
ended.41 Treasury also reports that TARP loans
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are rapidly being repaid, suggesting this part of
the bill would cover fewer recipients.42 This
part of the bill appears to be about politics
rather than policy. The TARP bailouts were
unpopular. By prohibiting speech by firms that
received bailouts, Congress can take a largely
symbolic stand against TARP. 

Speech by Foreigners

Citizens United does not deal with the ques-
tion of whether “the Government has a com-
pelling interest in preventing foreign individu-
als or associations from influencing our
Nation’s political process.”43 The law defines a
“foreign national” as a person who is not a cit-
izen. Current federal law makes it illegal for “a
foreign national, directly or indirectly, to make
. . . an expenditure, independent expenditure,
or disbursement for an electioneering commu-
nication.”44 Generally, this prohibition means a
foreign national may not fund speech that
mentions a candidate for federal office within a
prescribed time before primaries and general
elections.45

DISCLOSE extends the term “foreign
national” to corporations.46 Under DISCLOSE,
a corporation becomes a foreign national if a
noncitizen owns 20 percent or more of the vot-
ing shares; if a majority of its board are nonciti-
zens; if a noncitizen “has the power to direct,
dictate, or control the decisionmaking process
of the corporation with respect to its interests in
the United States . . . [or its] activities in connec-
tion with a federal, state, or local election.” The
relevant electoral activities include deciding
about contributions or independent spending,
and running a political action committee. 

Existing law poses a question for the courts:
may foreign nationals, in general, be prohibit-
ed from making independent expenditures?
DISCLOSE poses only a single question:
should corporations be defined as a “foreign
national” for purposes of federal campaign
finance law? This analysis offers some consid-
erations related to this second question.47

DISCLOSE states that the federal govern-
ment “has broad constitutional power to pro-

tect American interests and sovereignty from
foreign interference and intrusion.” Congress
itself has “a clear interest in minimizing foreign
intervention, and the perception of foreign
intervention, in United States elections.”48

Notice what the bill does not say: it does not
say Congress is protecting the nation from
intervention by a foreign government. Rather,
the bill is said to protect Americans from “for-
eign interference and intrusion,” and foreign
intervention. Congress draws no distinction
between an economic institution like the cor-
poration and a foreign government. 

The distinction should be drawn. A leader
or board member of a corporation seeks to
maximize shareholder value. If a corporation
“intervenes” in the United States by, say, trying
to liberalize trade laws so as to open the U.S.
market to its products, it expects to make a
profit by offering a better good or service to
consumers in the United States. Satisfying
consumer demands should not count as
harming Americans. 

The bill assumes that foreign business lead-
ers will act as agents of the government where
they hold citizenship. That assumption seems
questionable. The wealth and prospects of
these leaders depends on the success of their
corporation. Why would corporate heads have
reason to act on behalf of their home nation,
absent being employed by it? Congress offers
no evidence for this motivation, absent the
vague appeal to “foreign intervention.” 

In contrast, an agent of a foreign government
may be assumed to seek the good of that govern-
ment or its citizens. If the agent of a foreign gov-
ernment intervenes in American elections, the
agent would do so on behalf of that nation’s citi-
zens, perhaps at a cost to Americans. This princi-
pal-agent relationship suggests part of the case for
proscribing foreign government spending in
American elections. Yet DISCLOSE bans spend-
ing by all so-called “foreign” corporations, not just
corporations controlled by foreign governments.

Finally, we might ask: how would spending
by agents of foreign governments harm
Americans? The spending, like other indepen-
dent spending, would go toward broadcasting
electoral messages. Americans would be likely
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to reject messages funded by foreigners. If not,
the message might convince voters to vote for
(or against) a candidate. The problem addressed
by DISCLOSE seems to be that, absent disclo-
sure, voters are likely to harm themselves.

As noted previously, the bill also applies the
“foreign national” term to corporations where
“a foreign national” owns 20 percent or more of
voting shares. This definition focuses on the
principal rather than the agent. The bill assumes
that a corporation where a single noncitizen
owns at least 20 percent of shares is effectively
controlled by a foreign national because “foreign
ownership interests and influences are exerted
in a perceptible way even when the entity is not
majority-foreign-owned.”49 Congress offers no
evidence that foreign nationals have controlled
corporations in this manner to the detriment of
“American interests and sovereignty.”50 Their
case appears speculative.

How would such influence be exercised? To
form a majority, the 20 percent foreign stake
would have to be joined by 30 percent of voting
shares owned by U.S. citizens. A majority of the
coalition to serve foreign interests would have
to be American citizens. Perhaps Congress
assumes a foreign national could influence cor-
porate decisions by selling his shares and dri-
ving down the price of the stock. To avoid that,
corporate managers might accede to the
demands of the foreign national holding the 20
percent stake. Imagine that the foreign nation-
al acts on this threat and sells the shares. In dri-
ving down the price to realize a foreign interest
(instead of for economic reasons), the foreign
national would transfer wealth to those who
bought the shares; the efficient price of the
shares would be higher than the selling price,
given the reason for the sale. To the extent the
shares are bought by U.S. citizens, the situation
that concerns Congress would actually redis-
tribute wealth from foreigners to Americans. 

The identity questions posed for corporate
managers also applies to an owner. Why would
a person who owns a substantial stake in a cor-
poration act on behalf of a foreign power rather
than on behalf of his economic interests? The
costs of choosing the former over the latter
might be substantial. 

Congress appears concerned about foreign
influence on American politics. But this con-
cern is limited to independent spending.
Congress does not generally prohibit political
speech by foreigners. Foreign principals
(including governments and corporations)
may lobby members of Congress and may
retain agents to lobby members of Congress.51

These lobbyists are required to register and
provide information about their contacts with
officials under the Foreign Agent Registration
Act.52 Many officials of foreign governments,
however, are exempt from the registration
requirement.53 Perhaps Congress believes that
speech by foreigners (or their agents) directed
at Congress poses little danger to “American
interests and sovereignty.” When foreign
nationals speak to voters, however, the bill’s
authors apparently believe the danger justifies
a ban on such speech. Perhaps once again
Congress is trying to protect voters from
speech—protection that members do not
believe they themselves need. On the other
hand, if members permit foreigners to speak
about policy issues, perhaps the latter offer
useful information to the former.54 If true,
might foreign nationals also offer useful infor-
mation to voters? 

Politics, not policymaking, drives the dis-
tinction between lobbying and electioneering.
Members of Congress concerned about their
reelection prospects seek attractive positions.
“Big business” is not popular with many vot-
ers. Some foreign governments have threat-
ened the nation, and voters may have a bias
against all foreigners.55 Big businesses run by
foreigners thus are a demon twice over. A bill
that appears to crack down on foreign corpo-
rations might attract votes, especially in a dif-
ficult election year. It remains questionable,
however, whether DISCLOSE offers real bene-
fits to Americans beyond pandering to voters’
views of business and noncitizens.

Conclusion

Citizens United precluded prohibiting elec-
toral spending by corporate groups. It denied
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such spending could corrupt Congress. The
implications of this denial are far-reaching.
Campaign contributions by government con-
tractors may corrupt and thus be prohibited;
independent expenditures on speech cannot
corrupt and must remain largely unregulat-
ed. The same could be said of speech funded
by foreign nationals.

DISCLOSE seeks to both overturn and
transcend Citizens United. It tries to overturn
the decision by defining most corporations as
either government contractors or foreign
nationals, and then treating their spending as
if it were a contribution. A consistent applica-
tion of Citizens United will preclude both efforts
to reestablish control over such speech. 

At the same time, Citizens United did not
proscribe all regulation of campaign finance.
Congress may protect the nation from foreign
influence in elections. DISCLOSE redefines
many businesses as foreign nationals. Yet
Congress has hardly made the case—apart
from simple bias against foreigners—that the
corporations in question threaten American
interests. Such a case against foreign influ-
ence would presumably extend to the foreign
officials and their agents that regularly visit
congressional offices—though DISCLOSE’s
authors seem to have no concern about that
influence.

Citizens United also blessed mandated dis-
closure of independent spending for various
reasons, some of which seem contradicted by
the Court’s broader argument in the case.
DISCLOSE does mandate disclosure—lots of
it. The benefits of such forced speech seem
marginal for the voter. It may be, however,
that such publicity will convince some
unpopular groups to stay out of elections.
The benefits of their silence, however, will not
redound to voters.

In deep and unsettling ways, DISCLOSE
seeks to overturn Citizens United, a decision
based on two propositions: “speech is vital to
republican government” and “it’s only
speech.” Voters require free speech to hear
arguments, reach conclusions, and cast a ratio-
nal ballot. Congress has no power to decide
that corporate speech is of no value to voters.

At the same time, speech is a possible benefit,
rather than a potential harm, to voters. DIS-
CLOSE denies both propositions. It encour-
ages voters to focus on people rather than
arguments and declares speech by government
contractors and foreign companies to be dan-
gerous enough to warrant prior restraint. 

In short, the authors of DISCLOSE seek to
exploit loopholes in Citizens United—allowance
of a disclosure requirement and limits on for-
eign nationals—to overturn its broad defense
of independent spending and speech. The
Court, if not Congress, will close those loop-
holes on behalf of the American voter.
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